The journey to Microsoft Certified: Dynamics 365 Fundamentals

Start here

Decide if this is the right certification for you

This certification is a good fit if:
- You're a sales or presales professional.
- You're an IT professional, developer, or information worker.
- You're a CFO or CDO.
- You're a manager across business development, customer service, field service, or lines of business.
- You want to better understand how to leverage Dynamics 365 in your business.

Browse all Dynamics 365 certifications

Skills outline guide

Self-paced online learning
Microsoft Learn
OR
Instructor-led training
Course MB-901T00-A
(for exam MB-901)
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Fundamentals

Additional resources
- Documentation

Reinforce skills with experience

Suggestions for gaining experience
Sign up for a trial for one or more of the Dynamics 365 apps here, and start exploring Dynamics 365 capabilities.

Pass exams

Take a practice exam
Pass required exam to earn your certification

MB-901
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Fundamentals

Microsoft Certified: Dynamics 365 Fundamentals

Prove that you understand Microsoft Dynamics 365; artificial intelligence; mixed reality; the Power Platform; cloud concepts; cloud security; Dynamics 365 security; Common Data Service; Dynamics 365 reporting; Dynamics 365 integrations; and cloud deployment.

Explore these learning opportunities next

Other tracks (Fundamentals)
- Power Platform Fundamentals

Next level up (Associate)
- Dynamics 365 Sales Functional Consultant
- Dynamics 365 Field Service Functional Consultant
- Dynamics 365 Customer Service Functional Consultant
- Dynamics 365 Marketing Functional Consultant
- Dynamics 365 Finance Functional Consultant
- Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management Functional Consultant
- Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Manufacturing Functional Consultant
- Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations Apps Developer
- Power Apps + Dynamics 365 Developer

Pass exams

Continue to grow

Not right for you?

Upskill with recommended training

Sign up for a trial for one or more of the Dynamics 365 apps here, and start exploring Dynamics 365 capabilities.

Pass exams

Get started at aka.ms/Dynamics365Certs_Fundamentals
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